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By Alan MacDonald, Mark Beech

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Ditherus Wart:
(accidental) Gladiator, Alan MacDonald, Mark Beech, Based on the dubious members of the Wart
family tree, each book will focus on the adventurous life and turbulent times of a different 'Wart'
from pirate to gladiator as he (or she) experiences the peculiar misfortunes which befall all Warts
throughout the centuries. Book 1 is set in Roman times. Emperor Porcus Maximus is coming for
dinner and so Ditherus and his faithful slave Punio are sent (by Ditherus's mother) to market for
supplies. But Ditherus is tempted into buying a sword from a mysterious peddler. Searched by
centurion Marcus Furius when he gets home, Ditherus is thrown into prison when the sword is
discovered and sentenced to death as a traitorous thief (with Punio). At the last minute Gutsus the
gladiator arrives, looking to buy new recruits. Ditherus and Punio are taken to Gladiator School
where the motto is 'Death or Glory - but most likely Death'. If ever Ditherus needed a cunning plan,
it's now .
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It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- B a iley Lehner-- B a iley Lehner

A very awesome ebook with perfect and lucid explanations. I could possibly comprehended every thing using this written e pdf. I am happy to explain how
this is basically the best ebook i have got read inside my personal life and may be he very best book for ever.
-- Mr . Sa nta  Ra th-- Mr . Sa nta  Ra th
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